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1. INTRODUCTION
It gives me great pleasure to produce my fourth Health and Safety
Annual Report for Hugh Baird College which provides the Health
and Safety performance from September 2017 to August 2018 and
highlights the significant amount of work that has been undertaken
during the past year to improve the management of Health & Safety
within the College.
Health & Safety has rapidly progressed throughout the College, there has been a 69% reduction
in accidents over the last six years demonstrating the risk control strategies implemented are
working effectively. However, the most exciting and progressive achievement is the development
and integration of Health & Safety Training, which is underpinned by the Corporate Health
and Safety Policies, Standard Operating Procedures, quantitative Risk Assessments which are
updated annually and support the ongoing development of the OSHENS Electronic Health &
Safety Management System. Monthly bulletins, audits and workplace inspections continue to
be undertaken along with a number of Health & Safety initiatives. Many pro-active risk control
approaches have been undertaken via the Risk Assessment process to enable staff to stay in
work and learners to attend College.
There is now a High Quality, Safe, Healthy and a Supportive Environment throughout the
College which is sustainable and ensures continuous improvement of the Health, Wellbeing
and Engagement of our employees, learners and those associated with the College, which is
professionally managed, resilient, reliable and demonstrates full commitment from everyone. All
of the current initiatives ensure Health and Safety serves as a catalyst for achieving excellence
in business performance and by continually monitoring the changing profile of the College’s risk
landscape we will reflect any changes to approach in our strategy for the effective regulation of
Health & Safety risks in future business plans.
Health & Safety has continued to be managed proportionately, sensibly and practicably, the risks
to the College, our staff, learners and those associated to the College are exposed to and we will
focus resources on priorities and achieving key outcomes, to support business transformation
and delivery. Whilst Health and Safety Improvements are forging forward, we should not become
complacent as there is always room for improvement and the results from this report should be
used as a springboard for focusing our attention on continually improving Health and Safety
performance for future years. We are fully committed to ensuring that Health and Safety is an
integral part of all we do as a College and not a bolt on or an afterthought and will continually
strive to achieve “excellence”. I would like to thank College staff and learners for their Health and
Safety commitment over the last five years.
Joyce McClelland (BSc (Hons), MSC, Grad IOSH)
Health and Safety Manager
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2. HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRESS
The Health & Safety Managers function continues to make progress
with annual Risk Assessment reviews, development, integration and
monitoring of health & safety training for all College staff. Further
development of the OSHENS Electronic Management System
supported by the annual review of the College’s Health & Safety
Policy, additional Policies and Standard Operating Procedures have
continued. Also throughout the year there has been substantial
support, advice and guidance provided to managers and staff to
ensure they comply with Health & Safety legislation.

Health & Safety Strategies have been implemented throughout the year in order to develop a
positive impact on attitudes, behaviours and the overall College’s Health & Safety performance
which is demonstrated in the outcome of the College’s H&S Survey along with a further reduction
in accident statistics. From September 2012 to May 2013 (the old system crashed) there were
95 accidents reported over a nine-month period compared to September 2017 to August 2018
(twelve months) 29 accidents were reported, demonstrating a reduction of 69% over a five- year
period which is extremely positive.

The results demonstrate the integration of proactive risk reduction strategies such as training,
risk assessments, policies and safe systems of work demonstrating that Health & Safety
strategies are actually working and we will continue to pursue the reduction of accidents and
incidents through these proactive measures.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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2. HEALTH AND SAFETY PROGRESS
The British Safety Council Audit identified Health & Safety Training
required improvement, this area has now been dramatically
transformed. Training has progressed rapidly over the last twelve
months culminating in an area that is now resilient, robust and
demonstrates clear commitment from all staff. The training should
work to benefit, transform, energise, motivate and ensure the
health and wellbeing of all staff and learners which ultimately
supports a positive Health & Safety culture, best practice and
legislative compliance.

The positive results demonstrate that Health & Safety is now being integrated into all aspects
of College Business to ensure legislative compliance by Directors, Managers and all employees
which facilitates the management of key business risks whilst delivering business benefits and
minimising financial losses. However, we will continue to challenge the status quo by engaging
staff and learners on how the current Health & Safety practices could still be continually
improved;

06
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3. KEY HEALTH & SAFETY ACHIEVEMENTS OVER THE
LAST TWELVE MONTHS:
There have been a number of key achievements throughout the
year some of which include:
Further development of OSHENS Electronic Management System Modules;
Annual Review of all Policies, Standard Operating Procedures, Guidance Notes and Briefing
Notes;
Annual Review of the Health & Safety Policy;
Monthly / Quarterly / Annual Accident / Incident Statistics are provided on the Health and
Safety Intranet;
Accident / Incident Statistics are provided at the quarterly Health and Safety Committee
meetings. This allows open discussions on the progress being made and provides a regular
opportunity to redirect resources as necessary;
Accident investigations on OSHENS and control measures implemented to prevent reoccurrence;
Developed and integrated proactive risk reduction strategies to ensure Health & Safety is
more than reducing accidents and incidents it goes beyond legislative compliance;
Annual review of all College Risk Assessments;
All staff were informed of new Polices, Standard Operating Procedures, Guidance Notes,
Briefing Notes for OSHENS and Health and Safety Alerts via email, the Health and Safety
Intranet and noticeboards around the College;
The Annual Report was compiled and presented to the College Management Team and
Governors, and once agreed the report was posted on the Health and Safety Intranet and is
available to all employees at various locations around the College;
Health and Safety Bulletins continue to be provided on a monthly basis;
First Aid & Defibrillator Training (40 staff trained);
Development of safety plans (self – assessment reports SAR) & key strategies;
Continual staff training e-learning for fire awareness, fire warden, asbestos awareness, control
of substances hazardous to health, general health & safety, working at height, manual handling
and display screen assessments (DSE);
Nebosh General Certificate training has started;
Pasma training completed for construction staff;
Culture survey completed with action plans;
Workplace Risk Assessments for DSE, Ergonomics, stress, ill health, disabilities, pregnancy,
aggression, behavioural issues and many others have been ongoing throughout the year and
control measures implemented to keep staff in work and learners attending College;
Working with Estates to develop and complete action plans for Fire, Legionella and Asbestos
Management;
Dealing with many contentious issues and bringing them to a satisfactory conclusion for all
involved;
Provision of reports, annual reports, newsletters etc.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
Health and Safety Training has been a key target for 2017 / 2018
and has rapidly progressed over the past twelve months with a
continued structured approach in line with the College’s core
training triangle for Health and Safety competence. This will be
continually driven by the Health and Safety Manager for all areas
within the College.
The College’s core training for Health & Safety Competence

Training for Senior Management
Training for the Corporate / Executive Leadership / Directors and Governors has been completed
by Eversheds Solicitors and will be undertaken every 2 years.

NEBOSH General Certificate
Nebosh training is currently progressing with a small number of staff in key positions including
Managers in higher risk areas, personnel with Managerial / Health and Safety responsibility.
08
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
IOSH Managing Safely
IOSH Managing Safely will be completed for staff who have supervisory and Health and Safety
responsibility, which should also be identified via the appraisal process. A number of Technical
Staff and Managers will complete this course. Assistant Principals / Directors / Line Managers
must ensure they have adequate Health and Safety trained staff in key posts.

Health and Safety Training for Learners
The Health and Safety Manager continues to undertake Health and Safety Training for learners
on a number of courses and provides talks on the role of the Health and Safety professional
within the College for their assignments. Risk Assessment training continues to be provided for
Learners as required.

Risk Assessment Training
Risk Assessment Training is ongoing and has continued on the new Risk Assessment system (in
accordance with the Methodology, Policy, Standard Operating Procedure and Training Package)
which is underpinned by the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 (as
amended).
There has been substantial progress and the culture is changing to a more positive approach
where Risk Assessments are integrated into the “core business functions” staff are becoming
more aware of the requirement to undertake risk assessments. Risk Assessments continue to be
reviewed on an annual basis and staff are alerted to the review by the Health & Safety Manager
who monitors all the risk assessments for each area.

First Aid & Defibrillator Training
There have been 40 staff trained in first aid & defibrillator training from September 2017 to
September 2018 and there are more booked in for October 2018.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
Smartlog E-Learning Modules
There has been tremendous success with eLearning modules, this has been an arduous task to
undertake but perseverance has ensured we have had an extremely positive result. ELearning
modules have been developed and are currently being integrated into all Directorates /
Departments.
All operational staff complete the Smartlog eLearning modules for general Health & Safety,
Manual Handling and Fire Awareness training. Additional training needs have been identified for
staff relating to their particular job roles and have completed Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health (COSHH), Fire Warden, Asbestos Awareness, Working at Height and Display Screen
Assessments (OSHENS), risk assessment training has been classroom based.
All training will be refreshed on a three yearly cycle due to the complexity, resources and volume
of staff, it is not feasible to undertake this training on an annual basis, however fire awareness
and asbestos awareness have to be re-assessed annually. Risk Assessment training will be
available during staff training or when requested, DSE (OSHENS) will be ongoing all year round.
The Health & Safety Manager is informed on a monthly basis of staff leaving and starting (new
starters) are added to the system manually and they then receive Smartlog alerts by email for
the modules they have to complete. New staff are alerted within one month of starting within the
College and are monitored to ensure they complete the modules.
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
Smartlog E-Learning Modules
Smartlog Health & Safety Training May 2017 to September 2018

2014 Hugh Baird College

Comparison Health and Safety Training May 2017 to September 2018
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
Modules Passed
Fire Awareness

May 2017

64

Up to Sept 18
729
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4. HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING
Comparison
Healthand
and
Safety
Training
May 2017
to September
2018
Safety
Training
May 2017
to September
2018
Comparison Health
Modules Passed

Fire Awareness
Fire Warden
Health and Safety
Manual Handling
COSHH
Asbestos Awareness
Working at Height
Display Screen Equip
Senior Managers

May 2017

Risk Assessment

64
38
60
15
21
12
0
53
38
148

Up to Sept 18
729
215
477
427
160
26
5
220
38
164

2014 Hugh Baird College
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Risk Assessment and Senior Management Training is classroom based.
Risk Assessment and Senior Management Training is classroom based.
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5. Health & Safety Staff Survey

5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
A Health & Safety Survey was undertaken for Hugh Baird College
from September to October 2017 by the Health and Safety
Manager.
College staff were provided with an on-line questionnaire and were invited to share their
opinions about their work and how it affects their health and safety. The survey was anonymous
and the results were used to identify any areas for continual improvement. Staff were asked to
answer each question carefully, as there were no right or wrong answers and to indicate the
response option they felt best suited the answers to the questions.
A range of questions were provided concerning Health & Safety and the options were to indicate
if they agreed or disagreed. Also there were a number of question sets that required a response
to determine if certain provisions (Health & Safety newsletters, intranet etc.) were helpful or
unhelpful to them.

The aim of the survey was to:
Determine how positive the Health & Safety culture is within the College;
Identify any potential areas for improvement;
Determine if staff understand the importance of Health & Safety within their job roles and the
College;
Identify the attitudes towards Health & Safety;
Identify any strategies for improvement to ensure legislative compliance and best practice.

A number of positive responses have been provided as examples and also areas for improvement
and from the survey an action plan was developed which will be monitored through to
completion by the Health & Safety Manager. Health & Safety Surveys will be undertaken every
two years.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Summary Results
The results were detailed in percentages for each question set
along with the relevant conclusions.
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 1. Workplace health & safety is considered to be
important within the College
87%
strongly
/ agree that workplace health & safety is considered
2014
Hugh Baird College
strongly
/ agree that workplace health & safety is considered
87%
important
within the College.
important within the College.

Conclusion

Conclusion
Workplace health & safety is considered to be important within the
Workplace
health & safety is considered to be important within the
College
College
60% (strongly agree) and 27% (agree) of staff results totalling 87% identified that

60%
(stronglyhealth
agree)&and
27% is
(agree)
of staffto
results
totalling 87%
identified
that workplace
workplace
safety
considered
be important
within
the College.
This is an
health & safety is considered to be important within the College. This is an excellent result and
demonstrates
the majority
of staff consider the
the College
understand
theconsider
importance
of health
&
excellent result
and demonstrates
majority
of staff
the
College
safety.

understands the importance of health & safety.

Question 11. Risk Assessments are in place for activities
undertaken
87% of staff results consider Risk Assessments are in place for
activities undertaken.
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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Conclusion
Workplace health & safety is considered to be important within the

5.College
HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY

60% (strongly agree) and 27% (agree) of staff results totalling 87% identified that

workplace health & safety is considered to be important within the College. This is an

Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions

excellent result and demonstrates the majority of staff consider the College

understands the importance of health & safety.
Question
11. Risk Assessments are in place for activities undertaken
Question 11. Risk Assessments are in place for activities

87% of staff results consider Risk Assessments are in place for
undertaken
activities undertaken.
87% of staff results consider Risk Assessments are in place for
activities undertaken.

2014 Hugh Baird College
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Conclusion

Conclusion
Risk Assessments are in place for activities undertaken
60%
(strongly agree),are
27%
totalling
87% undertaken
of staff results consider Risk
Risk Assessments
in (agree)
place for
activities
Assessments are in place for activities undertaken. This is an extremely positive result

60% (strongly agree), 27% (agree) totalling 87% of staff results consider Risk Assessments are
inand
place
for activities undertaken.
is an
extremely positive
result
andtwo
demonstrates
the hard
demonstrates
the hard This
work
undertaken
over the
past
years. Only
13%
work undertaken over the past two years. Only 13% (disagree) that Risk Assessments are in place
and
this supports
Risk
Assessment review
few managers
respond
to the
(disagree)
thatthe
Risk
Assessments
are in when
placeonly
anda this
supports do
thenot
Risk
Assessment
Health & Safety Manager.

review when only a few managers do not respond to the Health & Safety Manager.

Question 12. I don’t see the importance of risk assessments
93% of staff see the importance of risk assessments
16
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Conclusion

5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY

Risk Assessments are in place for activities undertaken
60% (strongly agree), 27% (agree) totalling 87% of staff results consider Risk

Assessments
in place for
activities on
undertaken.
This
is an
extremely positive result
Examples
ofare
positive
feedback
some of
the
questions
and demonstrates the hard work undertaken over the past two years. Only 13%

Question
12. IRisk
don’t
see the are
importance
risk
assessments
(disagree) that
Assessments
in place andof
this
supports
the Risk Assessment
review when only a few managers do not respond to the Health & Safety Manager.

93% of staff see the importance of risk assessments

Question 12. I don’t see the importance of risk assessments
93% of staff see the importance of risk assessments

Conclusion
I don’t see the importance of risk assessments

19

This is an extremely positive result that 93% understand the importance of risk assessments.
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2014 Hugh Baird College

5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Conclusion

Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
I don’t see the importance of risk assessments

This is an extremely positive result that 93% understand the importance of risk

Question 13. I know how to undertake my job in a safe manner
assessments.

100% of staff survey results strongly / agree they know how to
Question 13. I know how to undertake my job in a safe manner
undertake their job safely.
100% of staff survey results strongly / agree they know how to
undertake their job safely.

Conclusion
I know how to undertake my job in a safe manner
80% (strongly agree) and 20% (agree) totalling 100% of staff survey results

Conclusion
reported they know how to undertake their job safely. This is an
I know how to undertake my job in a safe manner

excellent result that

staff feel confident to undertake their roles safely, positive result.

80% (strongly agree) and 20% (agree) totalling 100% of staff survey results reported they know
how
to undertake
their job safely.
This
is an excellent
result
that
staff jobs
feel confident
Question
14. Training
helps
people
to carry
out
their
safely to undertake
their roles safely, positive result.

100% of staff results strongly / agree that training helps staff carry
out their jobs safely.

18
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 14. Training helps people to carry out their jobs safely
100% of staff results strongly / agree that training helps staff carry
2014 Hugh Baird College
out their jobs safely
2014 Hugh Baird College

Conclusion
Training helps people to carry out their jobs safely

Conclusion
Conclusion
80% (strongly agree) and (20%) agree totalling 100% of staff results agree
Training
helps people to carry out their jobs safely
Training helps people to carry out their jobs safely
that training helps staff carry out their jobs safely.

80% (strongly agree) and (20%) agree totalling 100% of staff results agree that training helps
staff carry
out their
jobs safely.
80%
(strongly
agree)
and (20%) agree totalling 100% of staff results agree

Question 16. If I became aware of a H&S hazard in my workplace I know
I would
it toout their jobs safely.
who
that
training
helpsreport
staff carry
100% of staff results strongly / agree they would know who to report a
Question 16. If I became aware of a H&S hazard in my workplace I know
workplace hazard to.
who I would report it to
100% of staff results strongly / agree they would know who to report a
workplace hazard to.
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Conclusion
Training helps people to carry out their jobs safely

Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions

80% (strongly agree) and (20%) agree totalling 100% of staff results agree

Question 16. If I became aware of a H&S hazard in my workplace I

that
training
staff carry
outit
their
know
whohelps
I would
report
to jobs safely.

16. Ifresults
I became
aware /
ofagree
a H&Sthey
hazard
in my
workplace
Question
100% of staff
strongly
would
know
who toI know
who I would report it to

report a workplace hazard to.

100% of staff results strongly / agree they would know who to report a
workplace hazard to.

2014 Hugh Baird College
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Conclusion
If I became aware of a H&S hazard in my workplace I know who I would
Conclusion
report it to
If I became
of a13%
H&S
hazard
in my 100%
workplace
of staffI know
results who
agree Ithey
87%
(strongly aware
agree) and
(agree)
totalling

would report it to

would know who to report a workplace hazard to. An excellent positive result that staff
87%fully
(strongly
agree)
andto
13%
(agree)
totalling 100%
of staff results agree they would know who
are
aware
of who
report
workplace
hazards.
to report a workplace hazard to. An excellent positive result that staff are fully aware of who to
report workplace hazards.

Question 17. I feel free to voice my concerns about workplace health
and safety
20
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
of staff results strongly / agree they feel free to
voice their
86%

concerns about workplace health and safety.

Conclusion
If I became aware of a H&S hazard in my workplace I know who I would
report it to
87% (strongly agree) and 13% (agree) totalling 100% of staff results agree they

5.
HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
would know who to report a workplace hazard to. An excellent positive result that staff
are fully aware of who to report workplace hazards.

Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 17. I feel free to voice my concerns about workplace
health and safety

Question 17. I feel free to voice my concerns about workplace health
and safety

86% of staff results strongly / agree they feel free to voice their
concerns about workplace health and safety.

86% of staff results strongly / agree they feel free to voice their

concerns about workplace health and safety.

22

Conclusion
I feel free to voice my concerns about workplace health and safety
73% (strongly agree) and 13% (agree) totalling 86% of staff results agree they feel free to voice
their concerns about workplace health and safety. Only 7% (strongly disagree) and 7% (disagree)
that they do not feel free to voice their concerns about workplace health and safety. This is
an excellent result and demonstrates that 86% of staff (results) are confident in voicing their
concerns and demonstrates a more positive supportive culture.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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2014 Hugh Baird College
Conclusion
2014 Hugh Baird College
Conclusion
I feel free to voice my concerns about workplace health and safety
(agree)
totalling
86% ofhealth
staff results
agree they feel
I73%
feel(strongly
free to agree)
voice and
my 13%
concerns
about
workplace
and safety
5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
73% (strongly agree) and 13% (agree) totalling 86% of staff results agree they feel
free to voice their concerns about workplace health and safety. Only 7% (strongly
free to voice their concerns about workplace health and safety. Only 7% (strongly
disagree) and 7% (disagree) that they do not feel free to voice their concerns about
Examples
positive
feedback
onnot
some
questions
disagree) andof
7%
(disagree)
that they do
feel of
freethe
to voice
their concerns about
workplace health and safety. This is an excellent result and demonstrates that 86% of
workplace health and safety. This is an excellent result and demonstrates that 86% of
staff (results) are confident in voicing their concerns and demonstrates a more positive
Question 18. Adequate H&S measures are taken to ensure you are
staff (results) are confident in voicing their concerns and demonstrates a more positive
supportive
culture.
safe
in work.
supportive culture.
Question 18. Adequate H&S measures are taken to ensure you are safe in
work
Question
18. results
Adequate
H&S measures
taken
to ensure
you are are
safe in
73%
of staff
strongly
/ agreeare
that
adequate
measures
73%
of
staff
results
strongly
/
agree
that
adequate
measures
are
taken
to
work to ensure they are safe in work.
taken
73% of staff results strongly / agree that adequate measures are taken to
ensure they are safe in work.
ensure they are safe in work.

Conclusion
Conclusion
Adequate
Conclusion H&S measures are taken to ensure you are safe in work

Adequate H&S measures are taken to ensure you are safe in work
Adequate
H&S
measures
are taken
to73%
ensure
arestrongly
safe in
workthat
46%
agree)
and and
27% (agree)
totalling
of staffyou
results
/ agree
46%(strongly
(strongly
agree)
27% (agree)
totalling
73%
of staff results
strongly /
adequate measures are taken to ensure staff are safe at work. Only 7% (neither agree nor
46% (strongly
agree) and 27%
(agree)
totalling
73%areofadequate
staff results and
strongly
/
disagree),
7%adequate
(strongly disagree)
13%
(disagree)
that there
safety
agree that
measuresand
are
taken
to ensure
staff are safe athealth
work. Only
7%
measures taken to ensure staff are safe in work. More work is required to determine what further
agree that adequate measures are taken to ensure staff are safe at work. Only 7%
measures
can be nor
implemented.
(neither agree
disagree), 7% (strongly disagree) and 13% (disagree) that there
(neither agree nor disagree), 7% (strongly disagree) and 13% (disagree) that there
are adequate health and safety measures taken to ensure staff are safe in work. More
are adequate health and safety measures taken to ensure staff are safe in work. More
work is required to determine what further measures can be implemented.
work is required to determine what further measures can be implemented.
23
23
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 19. The attitude of staff towards Health & safety can affect
H&S within the College.

2014 Hugh19.
BairdThe
College
Question
attitude of staff towards Health & safety can affect H&S
within
the College
93%
of staff
results strongly / agree that the attitude of staff

towards health and safety can affect health and safety within the
93% of staff results strongly / agree that the attitude of staff towards
College
health and safety can affect health and safety within the College

Conclusion
Conclusion
The
attitude of staff towards Health & safety can affect H&S within
the
The College
attitude of staff towards Health & safety can affect H&S within the
College

80% (strongly agree) and 13% (agree) totalling 93% of staff results agree that the attitude of
staff towards health and safety can affect health & safety within the College and only 7% (neither
agree
disagree).
This is
an 13%
excellent
resulttotalling
demonstrating
that
fully aware
their
93%
ofstaff
staffare
results
agree
that the
80% nor
(strongly
agree)
and
(agree)
attitude towards health and safety can have a positive or negative effect on health and safety
attitude
of staff towards health and safety can affect health & safety within the
within
the College.

College and only 7% (neither agree nor disagree). This is an excellent result
demonstrating that staff are fully aware their attitude towards health and safety can

www.hughbaird.ac.uk

have a positive or negative effect on health and safety within the College.
Question 20. How helpful do you find the following in keeping you

23

5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 20. How helpful do you find the following in keeping
you informed of Health & Safety in the workplace (Health & Safety
Intranet)?
73% from the staff results find the health & safety intranet very /
helpful
2014 Hugh Baird College

Conclusion

Conclusion
How helpful do you find the following in keeping you informed of Health &
How
helpful do you find the following in keeping you informed of
Safety in the workplace (Health & Safety Intranet)?
Health & Safety in the workplace (Health & Safety Intranet)?

40% (helpful), 33% (very helpful) totalling 73% from the staff results find the

40%
(helpful), 33% (very helpful) totalling 73% from the staff results find the Health & Safety (H&S)
Health & Safety (H&S) intranet very / helpful to them and 27% (neither helpful nor
intranet very / helpful to them and 27% (neither helpful nor unhelpful) in providing health and
unhelpful)
in providing
information
and making
Safety
safety
information.
This is an health
excellentand
resultsafety
demonstrating
staff arevia
nowthe
usingHealth
this facility
communication of H&S information more effective, however more work needs to be undertaken to
intranet. This is an excellent result demonstrating staff are now using this facility
ensure all staff use this facility.
making communication of H&S information more effective, however more work needs
to be undertaken to ensure all staff use this facility.
24
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
Examples of positive feedback on some of the questions
Question 21. How helpful do you find the following in keeping you
informed of Health & Safety in the workplace (All emails relating to
health and safety)?
73% of staff results find the all emails relating health and safety
very / helpful
2014 Hugh Baird College

Conclusion
How helpful do you find the following in keeping you informed of Health &
Safety in the workplace (All emails relating to health and safety)?

Conclusion
How helpful do you find the following in keeping you informed of
of staff
resultsto
find
the alland
emails
46% (helpful),
27%in
(very
totalling
Health
& Safety
thehelpful)
workplace
(All73%
emails
relating
health
safety)?
relating health and safety very / helpful and 27% (neither helpful nor unhelpful).
Therefore 73% of staff actually consider communication for health and safety by all

46% (helpful), 27% (very helpful) totalling 73% of staff results find the all emails relating health
and
safety
very / helpful
and
27% will
(neither
helpful nor unhelpful).
Therefore
73% of staff actually
emails
effective,
further
work
be undertaken
to get more
staff involved.
consider communication for health and safety by all emails effective, further work will be
undertaken to get more staff involved.

www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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5. HEALTH & SAFETY STAFF SURVEY
2014 for
Hughfurther
College
Areas
Development
Areas
for Baird
further
Development

From the results the main area for improvement for health & safety is the appraisal
From the results the main area for improvement for health & safety is the appraisal process which

process
which needs
to &
incorporate
health
safety
training should
needs be
and
any identified
needs to incorporate
health
safety training
needs&and
any identified
implemented
within a reasonable time frame by the responsible Managers. It was noted from the results that

should
beofimplemented
within
a reasonable
timedelegate
frame by
the
responsible
only 20%
staff / managers
understand
they cannot
their
responsibility
forManagers.
health & It
safety if they appoint a safety manager / adviser. However, the results demonstrate how the

was
noted
from forward
the results
thata only
of Health
staff /& managers
understand
they cannot
College
is moving
towards
more 20%
positive
Safety Culture
and even though
the
response was low those that have responded clearly understand the importance of health & safety

delegate
their responsibility for health & safety if they appoint a safety manager /
(risk assessments), their roles and responsibilities, feel confident in voicing any health & safety

concerns and know who to contact if they have a safety issue and also feel that health & safety is
adviser.
However, the results demonstrate how the College is moving forward towards

considered important within the College. The results also demonstrate that most staff reported
they
consider
the Health
Safety
intranet,
newsletters
andthough
all emails
to response
be very / helpful.
a
more
positive
Health& &
Safety
Culture
and even
the
was low those

that have responded clearly understand the importance of health & safety (risk
assessments),
their
roles and
responsibilities, feel confident in voicing any health &
Strategies for
moving
forward
safety concerns and know who to contact if they have a safety issue and also feel that
Work will continue to raise the profile of health & safety throughout the College via

health
& safety
is considered
important
within
the College. The results also
newsletters,
all emails,
annual reports,
training and
inductions;
The appraisalthat
system
will staff
be discussed
withthey
the Health
& Safety
(HSM),
Human
demonstrate
most
reported
consider
the Manager
Health &
Safety
intranet,
Resources and Managers to try and further integrate health & safety into the appraisal
process; and all emails to be very / helpful.
newsletters

The HSM will work with Managers in improving communication with them and their staff on
health & safety matters;

for has
moving
forward by the HSM to implement further improvements;
Strategies
An action plan
been developed

Further surveys will be undertaken within the next 2 years to identify if the improvements
have
been implemented
theythe
are profile
successful.
• Work
will continueand
to if
raise
of health & safety throughout the College

via newsletters, all emails, annual reports, training and inductions;
• The appraisal system will be discussed with the Health & Safety Manager (HSM),
Human Resources and Managers to try and further integrate health & safety
into the appraisal process;
• The HSM will work with Managers in improving communication with them and
26

their staff on health & safety matters;
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6. HEALTH & SAFETY STRATEGY WORK PROGRAMME FOR
THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS
Areas of development which will be taking place over the next
twelve months include:
Continuing to monitor the OSHENS Accident / Incident System daily and to undertake
investigations, provide action plans for risk controls strategies;
Provision of Accident & Incident statistics, monthly and annually;
Continued strategies to reduce accidents and incidents;
Development of an electronic Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) system for
all College chemicals, products and substances;
Full integration of Display Screen Assessments via the electronic system;
Further development of Safety Plans, Strategies, Health and Safety Management System
(HSMS) Framework and integration;
Continue developing and implementing training for competence for all College staff and
integrate the core training triangle, concentrating on eLearning, and IOSH Managing Safely;
Continue to develop and integrate OSHENS Modules:
Annual review and development of Health and Safety Policies, Standard Operating
Procedures, Guidance Notes, Briefing Notes etc.;
Risk Assessment Review for all departments;
Internal, External and Remote Audits;
Further development of safety plans (self – assessment reports SAR) & key strategies being
delivered;
Monthly Health & Safety Bulletins to continue throughout the year;
Complete Safety Culture Survey Action plan;
Workplace Risk Assessments for DSE, Ergonomics, stress, ill health, disabilities, pregnancy,
back to work, aggression, behavioural and mental health issues and many others assessments
will be ongoing throughout the coming year to keep staff in work and learners attending
College;
Implementation of Fire, Asbestos and Legionella action plans working with Estates;
Create, communicate and encourage others to commit to H&S for the future;
Set clear H&S Objectives, plan, allocate effective resources and allow adequate time for Health
& Safety;
Support a positive Health & Safety culture within the College;
Provision of reports for Senior Managers / Governors;
Day to day emails, requests for work, reports for Senior Management and Governors, dealing
with contentious issues and progressing Health & Safety throughout the College;

The above is not an exhaustive list, however it outlines some of the work that will be
programmed in for the next twelve months.
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018

2014 Hugh Baird College
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018

2014 Hugh Baird College

Types

Accidents

Sept
2012 –
May
2013

95

Sept
2013 –
Aug
2014

56

Sept
2014Aug
2015

43

Sept
2015 –
Aug
2016

60

Sept 2016- Septem be
Aug 2017 r 2017 –
Aug 2018

42

29
31

Accidents and Incidents 1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018
Accidents and Incidents 1 st September 2017 to 31 st August 2018

Overall there have been 29 Accidents, 10 Behavioural Incidents, Thornton College Behavioural
Incidents 12, Near Miss / Dangerous Occurrence 2 and 3 incidents not College related reported
from 1stOverall
September
31st August
2018 (total
56 Accidents
and Incidents
reported),
there 2017
havetobeen
29 Accidents,
10 Behavioural
Incidents,
Thornton
College these
reports have been broken down into the following:
Behavioural Incidents 12, Near Miss / Dangerous Occurrence 2 and 3 incidents not
College related reported from 1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018 (total 56
Accidents and Incidents reported), these reports have been broken down into the
following:
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER
2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
2014 Hugh Baird College
Injury / Incident

Employe Learne Learner Traine
e
(off site)
r
e
6

Accidents
Behavioural Incidents
Behavioural
14-16’s
Verbal
&
Incidents
College)

1

Total

1

29

0

7

7

Incidents

3

3

Physical
(Thornton

12

12

Accidents & Incidents
College (not College
related)
Vehicle Incidents
Near Miss / DO

21

Visitor /
Contract
or

3

3

0
1

1

2
56

Total Reported Accidents, Incidents
Total Accidents 29
Total

Accidents,

6

21

1

0

1

29

Incidents Reported

From the 1st September 2015 the OSHENS Electronic Health & Safety Management System went
live for reporting Accidents and Incidents. The College had a major drive to report all accidents
and incidents
from
to the
August
2016,Electronic
this was to
ensure
the College
could capture
From the
1stSeptember
September2015
2015
OSHENS
Health
& Safety
Management
a true representation of the amount, types and where accidents and incidents where occurring
went
for reporting
Accidents
and Incidents.
College had
major drive
in orderSystem
to target
anylive
potential
risks. We
saw a slight
increaseThe
in accidents,
fora 2015/16,
however
the system has now been running for three years and there has been a significant reduction in
accidents from 42 the previous year to 29 this year (a reduction of 13 accidents). 33

30
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to ensure the College could capture a true representation of the amount, types and
where accidents and incidents where occurring in order to target any potential risks.
We saw a slight increase in accidents, for 2015/16, however the system has now been
running for three years and there has been a significant reduction in accidents from 42

7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
previous year to 29 this year (a reduction of 13 accidents).
1STthe
SEPTEMBER
2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018

Comparison Accident Trends from September 2012 to August 2018
Comparison
Accident Trends from September 2012 to August 2018

Types

Accidents

Sept
2012 –
May
2013

95

Sept
2013 –
Aug
2014

56

Sept
2014Aug
2015

43

Sept
2015 –
Aug
2016

60

Sept 2016- Septem be
Aug 2017 r 2017 –
Aug 2018

42

29

In September
2012
the number
of accidents
reported
wasthere
95, there
has been
a steady
In September
2012 the
number
of accidents
reported
was 95,
has been
a steady
reduction
in accidents
over
the
last
five
years
except
for
a
slight
increase
in
2015
when
the
OSHENS
reduction in accidents over the last five years except for a slight increase in 2015
Electronic Management System was introduced and the increase was expected as there was
OSHENSaccidents
Electronicand
Management
was introduced
and athe
increase
was
a major when
drivethe
reporting
incidents.System
From 2015
we have seen
steady
decline
in the number
of
accidents
within
the
College.
If
we
compare
2012/13
to
2017/18
there
is a
expected as there was a major drive reporting accidents and incidents. From 2015 we
dramatic reduction of 69% which is an excellent result and demonstrates that accident reduction
have
a steady
decline inwethe
of to
accidents
College.
we years
strategies
areseen
working
well, however
willnumber
continue
promotewithin
Healththe
& Safety
forIffuture
to reduce the accident rate even further.
compare 2012/13 to 2017/18 there is a dramatic reduction of 69% which is an
excellent result and demonstrates that accident reduction strategies are working well,

34
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2014 Hugh
Bairdcontinue
College to promote Health & Safety for future years to reduce the
however
we will

accident rate even further.

7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Accident
Statistics
from 1st
1 September
20172017
to 31 to
August
RIDDOR
Accident
Statistics
from
September
31st 2018
August
2018
Reportable
RIDDOR Reportable
st

Accidents
Reported

Employee
(on duty)

Accident
RIDDOR
Reportable
Accident

st

Learner

6

21

1

3

Learner
(off site)

Visitor /
Contractor
/ other

1

Total

1

29

A total of 29 Accidents were reported from 1 st September 2017 to 31 st
August 2018 and 4 of those were RIDDOR Reportable. RIDDOR (Reporting of

A total of 29 Accidents were reported from 1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018 and 4
Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations) reports completed as below:
of those were RIDDOR Reportable. RIDDOR (Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations)
completed
below: Fractured Foot kicking punch bag
• 1 RIDDOR reports
reportable
accident as
– Learner
1 RIDDOR reportable
accident
Learner Fractured Foot kicking punch bag when told not to;
when
told not–to;
1 RIDDOR reportable
accident
– Employee
slipped and
hit nose
from work;
• 1 RIDDOR
reportable
accident – –Employee
– slipped
and /absent
hit nose /absent
from
1 RIDDOR reportable
accident – Learner dislocated knee playing football;
work;
1 RIDDOR reportable
accident
– Learner
Fire / slight
burn.
• 1 RIDDOR
reportable
accidentAccident
– Learner/dislocated
knee
playing football;
• 1 RIDDOR reportable accident – Learner Accident / Fire / slight burn.

2014 Hugh Baird College

35
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Accident Types for Staff, Learners and Others
Types of Injury

Total

7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Accident
Types
for
Learners
Others
Types
for Staff,
Staff, Learners
and and
Others
Accident
Types of Injury

Total
8

Cut / Abrasion

6

Slip, Trip, Fall

3

Burns

2

Bump

2

Sprain

1

Sprain (off site)

1

Splinter (wood)

1

Chest Pain from sport

1

Allergy

1

Eye Injury

1

Impact

1

Fracture

1

Dislocation
2014
Hugh Baird (bump
College

into)
Total Accidents

29
36

Directorates / Departments where Accidents Occurred
Directorates / Departments
Vocational Studies
www.hughbaird.ac.uk
Health & Social Care (off site)

Carpentry & Joinery

Reported Accidents

Curriculum & Quality

W ork Skills & Business Developm ent

7
1

3
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1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Directorates / Departments where Accidents Occurred
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Directorates / Departments where Accidents Occurred
2014 Hugh Baird College

2014 Hugh Baird College

2014 Hugh Baird College

37
37
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Thornton College Behavioural Incidents
Thornton College Behavioural Incidents
Type of
Incident
Verbal or
Physical Incident
(Thornton
College)
2014 Hugh Baird College

Employee

Learner

Total

12

12

Total

12

2014 Hugh Baird College
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Summary - Verbal and physical incidents for Thornton College have decreased
Summary - for
Verbal
and physical
Thornton
College
have decreased
dramatically
September
2017 incidents
to Augustfor
2018
only 12
behavioural
incidents

Summary
- Verbal
and
physical
incidents
for
College
decreased
dramatically
for
dramatically
for
September
2017
to Thornton
August
2018
only
12
behavioural
incidents
were
reported
compared
to 39
reported
incidents
from
1sthave
September
2016
to 31st
September 2017 to August 2018 only 12 behavioural incidents were reported compared to 39
st
were
reported
compared
to 39 reported
incidents
from
1
September
2016
to (21
31
2017
and
(25
/ 2015-16),
(21
and
(28
/ 2013-14),
whilst
thest/2014reportedAugust
incidents
from
1st
September
2016
to/2014-15)
31st
August
2017
and
(25 / 2015-16),
15) and (28 / 2013-14), whilst the figures have reduced significantly Thornton College staff are
August have
2017reduced
and (25significantly
/ 2015-16),Thornton
(21 /2014-15)
2013-14), whilst
the
figures
College and
staff(28
are/encouraged
to report
encouraged to report any minor incidents so that they can be monitored. Also there has been
a lot of work
undertaken
atso
Thornton
prevent
incidents
with
ongoing
figures
have
reduced
significantly
Thornton
CollegeAlso
staff
are reoccurring,
encouraged
any
minor
incidents
that theyCollege
can
be to
monitored.
there
has
been a lotto
ofreport
work
training for staff, along with risk assessment training.
any minor incidents
so thatCollege
they can
monitored.
Also there
has beenwith
a lot ongoing
of work
undertaken
at Thornton
to be
prevent
incidents
reoccurring,

undertaken
at Thornton
College
to prevent
incidents reoccurring, with ongoing
training
for staff,
along with
risk assessment
training.

Near Miss
/ for
Dangerous
Occurrence
training
staff, along with
risk assessment training.
Near Miss / Dangerous Occurrence

Near Miss / Dangerous Occurrence
Near Miss Reports
Sept 2016-Aug
Near Miss Reports
Employee
Learner
2017
Sept 2016-Aug
Employee
Learner
2017
Dangerous
1
1
Occurrence
Dangerous
1
1
Total Reported 2
Occurrence

Total
Total

Summary – There were 2 dangerous
from September 2017 to
Totaloccurrences
Reported reported
2
Summary
– There
2 dangerous
occurrences
reported
from
September
2017for
to
August
2018
and were
no Near
Miss reports
compared
to, (5
Near
Miss reports

Summary – There were 2 dangerous occurrences reported from September 2017 to August 2018
August
no Nearand
Miss
reports
compared
Nearoccurrences
Miss
forand (1 in
and no Near
Miss2018
reports
compared
to,(1(5in
Near
Miss
reports
for (5
2015/16),
(1 inreports
2014/15)
2015/16),
(1 inand
2014/15)
2013/14),
The 2 to,
dangerous
where
2013/14), The 2 dangerous occurrences where a group of boys coming into College to attack a
(1 in coming
2014/15)
and (1 in to
2013/14),
2 dangerous
occurrences
where
a2015/16),
group of boys
attack a The
learner
and the second
one was
bin
learner and
the second one
wasinto
bin College
bags left for
staff to
remove
which contained
broken
glass.
a group
into which
College
to attackbroken
a learner
and the second one was bin
bags
leftof
forboys
staffcoming
to remove
contained
glass.
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bags left for staff to remove which contained broken glass.
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4. overall comparison of Accidents and Incidents from September 2012
4. overall
comparison
ofwere
Accidents
andfor
Incidents
fromtoSeptember
(not
all reports
available
2012/13)
September2012
2018

7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Overall comparison of Accidents and Incidents from September
2012 (not all reports were available for 2012/13) to September 2018

A total of 29 Accidents were recorded, 6 employees, 21 learners, 1 learner (off site), and 1 visitor.
Therefore, overall there were 29 College related accidents, which is an excellent result, and is the
lowest for 5 years, however risk reduction strategies will be progressed to further reduce these
figures on an annual basis.
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
2014 Hugh Baird College
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Overall Annual Summary of All Reported Accidents, Incidents and
previous Ill Health
Overall Annual Summary of All Reported Accidents, Incidents and Ill Health
17/18
Overall Total Accidents & Incidents Reported from

56

September 1 st to August 31 st (4 RIDDOR reported)
16/17
Overall Total Accidents & Incidents Reported from

102

September 1 st to August 31 st (1 RIDDOR reported)
15/16
Overall Total Accidents, Incidents & Ill Health Reported 155

155

from September 1 st to August 31 st (1 RIDDOR reported)
14/15
Overall Total Accidents, Incidents and Ill Health Reported

92

92 (4 RIDDOR Reported) from September 1 st 2014 to
August 31 st 2015
13/14
Overall Total Accidents, Incidents and Ill Health Reported

103

103 (3 RIDDOR Reported) from September 1 st 2013 to
August 31 st 2014 (current statistics)
12/13 Overall Total Accidents, Incidents and Ill Health
Reported

128

September 2012 to May 2013 recorded 128

41
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7. ACCIDENTS & INCIDENTS STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Overall Annual Summary of All Reported Accidents, Incidents and
previous Ill Health
2014 Hugh Baird College

We can see there has been a reduction in overall reporting over the six- year period,
We can see there has been a reduction in overall reporting over the six- year period, this is due
this is due to having the OSHENS facility to categorise into specific types of accidents
to having the OSHENS facility to categorise into specific types of accidents and incidents, as the
previous
did not
have
this facility
anddid
all not
accidents
andfacility
incidents
combined.
andsystem
incidents,
as the
previous
system
have this
andwere
all accidents
andThis
means that specific areas can be targeted for risk reduction strategies.
incidents were combined. This means that specific areas can be targeted for risk
reduction strategies.

Summary
Previously accidents seem to have fluctuated up and down, we have seen a progressive
reduction due to the clear positive direction for improvement over the last five years.
However, 2015/16 was the first year for Accident / Incident Reporting on the OSHENS
Health & Safety Management System, which has the facility to record behavioural
incidents including verbal / physical incidents and vehicle accidents / incidents. The new
OSHENS System was promoted throughout the College and staff were encouraged to
report all accidents and incidents to ensure the College captures a true representative of
what is happening at an operational level. As expected due to the drive on reporting
there was an increase in the overall reporting for most areas: However, this seems to
have stabilised over the past two years and there has been a substantial decrease in the
number of accidents (from 2016/17 and 2017/18).
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7. ACCIDENTS, INCIDENTS AND ILL HEALTH STATISTICS
1ST SEPTEMBER 2017 TO 31ST AUGUST 2018
Summary
Previously accidents seem to have fluctuated up and down, we have seen a progressive reduction
due to the clear positive direction for improvement over the last five years. However, 2015/16
was the first year for Accident / Incident Reporting on the OSHENS Health & Safety Management
System, which has the facility to record behavioural incidents including verbal / physical incidents
and vehicle accidents / incidents. The new OSHENS System was promoted throughout the College
and staff were encouraged to report all accidents and incidents to ensure the College captures a
true representative of what is happening at an operational level. As expected due to the drive on
reporting there was an increase in the overall reporting for most areas: However, this seems to
have stabilised over the past two years and there has been a substantial decrease in the number of
accidents (from 2016/17 and 2017/18).
A total of 29 Accidents have been reported from September 2017 to August 2018 (reduction
of 13) compared to 42 Accidents reported from September 2016 – August 2017 (reduction of 18)
compared to 60 Accidents (58 College related & 2 Contractors) from September 2015 to
August 31st 2016 compared to 43 Accidents reported from September 1st 2014 to August 31st
2015 and 56 (2013/14) which was an increase on the previous year by 17.
The results for cuts / abrasions (8 reduced from 14 last year) tends to be high at the start of the
September term when learners are using new tools and equipment slight cuts ensue until they
become competent using the tools and equipment and then we see a rapid decline in accidents.
Slips, trips and falls and impact injuries (6 a reduction from 7 previous year) are the next most
frequent type of accident followed by burns (3 the same as last year) bumps, sprains, fracture,
dislocation are from vocational studies / sport / football, bumps etc. Vocational studies had 7
accidents followed closely by 6 (14-16’s) in which a number of those were due to behavioural
issues resulting in an accident. These are the two main areas where accidents are higher than all
other areas. For the coming year there will be further work in these areas to try and combat any
potential accidents from re-occurring.
Over the next twelve- months the Health and Safety Manager will continue to gravitate to a
more Pro-active Health and Safety approach throughout the College with the introduction of the
OSHENS Management System and many risk reduction initiatives. Overall the results are excellent
and these will be used as a benchmark for year on year reductions with the ultimate aim to
revitalise Health and Safety and dynamically move the College forward in order to ensure continual
improvement, legislative compliance and to attain a fully Health and Safety Management System.
Any Health & Safety areas that have required further improvement have been addressed in
monthly newsletters, safety campaigns, further training and the development of Standard
Operating Procedures (new procedures have been implemented to prevent the accidents /
incidents re-occurring). With the introduction of the OSHENS Management System the Accident &
Incident statistics now run from 1st September to 31st August every year.
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